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The book presents comprehensive coverage of fundamental computer graphics concepts in a simple, lucid, and
systematic way. It also introduces the popular OpenGL programming language with illustrative examples of the various
functions in OpenGL. The book teaches you a wide range of exciting topics such as graphics devices, scan conversion,
polygons, segments, 2D and 3D transformations, windowing and clipping, illumination models and shading algorithms,
hidden line elimination algorithms, curves and fractals. The book also focuses on modern concepts like animation and
gaming.
This book is designed to help students in building their concepts in Data Structures. It introduces the subject in a simple
and lucid manner. It adopts a student friendly approach to the subject matter with many solved examples and unsolved
questions, illustrations and well structured C programs. This book will serve as a stepping stone for students in this
course. Salient Features: 1. In-depth coverge on topics such as Graphs, Linked Lists, Arrays etc. 2. Explains run-time
complexity of all algorithms 3. Diverse and useful pedagogical features such as illustrations, programs, important
commands in programs, key terms etc.
The Second Edition of Gary Bronson's popular text implements the ANSI C Standard in all discussions and example
programs. An early emphasis on software engineering and top-down modular program development makes it readily
accessible to students taking a first programming course. Early introduction and careful development of pointers show
students the power of good programming.
This book presents a detailed exposition of C in an extremely simple style. The various features of the language have
been systematically discussed. The entire text has been reviewed and revised incorporating the feedback from the
readers. Each chapter has been expanded to include a variety of solved examples and practice problems.
From lambda expressions and JavaFX 8 to new support for network programming and mobile development, Java 8
brings a wealth of changes. This cookbook helps you get up to speed right away with hundreds of hands-on recipes
across a broad range of Java topics. You’ll learn useful techniques for everything from debugging and data structures to
GUI development and functional programming. Each recipe includes self-contained code solutions that you can freely
use, along with a discussion of how and why they work. If you are familiar with Java basics, this cookbook will bolster
your knowledge of the language in general and Java 8’s main APIs in particular. Recipes include: Methods for compiling,
running, and debugging Manipulating, comparing, and rearranging text Regular expressions for string- and patternmatching Handling numbers, dates, and times Structuring data with collections, arrays, and other types Object-oriented
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and functional programming techniques Directory and filesystem operations Working with graphics, audio, and video GUI
development, including JavaFX and handlers Network programming on both client and server Database access, using
JPA, Hibernate, and JDBC Processing JSON and XML for data storage Multithreading and concurrency
Written by the most well known face of India s IT literacy movement, this book is designed for the first course in C# taken
by undergraduate students in Computers and Information Technology. The revised edition maintains the lucid flow and
continuity which has been the strength of the book.
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial
that teaches programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with
lots of examples in C#. It starts with the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types,
conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings
and string processing, exceptions, classes and objects. After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into
more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), high-quality
code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism)
and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like
algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language and Visual Studio to
illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like lambda expressions,
extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years
practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way of thinking needed to
become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to
become a skillful software engineer. The books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web
development, but shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies
and tools. It is good for beginners and intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the
software engineering industry. The book is accompanied by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as
well as hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and
other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian
C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3
(9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber
Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free,
programming, book, computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C#
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book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio, .NET, .NET
Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional statements, control-flow logic, loops,
arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack trace,
streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-first search,
DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm,
searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming,
classes, objects, constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance,
virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns,
extension methods, anonymous types, lambda expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes,
high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving
methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
Learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an object-oriented computer programming
language like Java. You might think the problem is your brain. It seems to have a mind of its own, a mind that doesn't
always want to take in the dry, technical stuff you're forced to study. The fact is your brain craves novelty. It's constantly
searching, scanning, waiting for something unusual to happen. After all, that's the way it was built to help you stay alive.
It takes all the routine, ordinary, dull stuff and filters it to the background so it won't interfere with your brain's real
work--recording things that matter. How does your brain know what matters? It's like the creators of the Head First
approach say, suppose you're out for a hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what happens in your brain? Neurons fire.
Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge. That's how your brain knows. And that's how your brain will learn Java. Head First
Java combines puzzles, strong visuals, mysteries, and soul-searching interviews with famous Java objects to engage you
in many different ways. It's fast, it's fun, and it's effective. And, despite its playful appearance, Head First Java is serious
stuff: a complete introduction to object-oriented programming and Java. You'll learn everything from the fundamentals to
advanced topics, including threads, network sockets, and distributed programming with RMI. And the new. second edition
focuses on Java 5.0, the latest version of the Java language and development platform. Because Java 5.0 is a major
update to the platform, with deep, code-level changes, even more careful study and implementation is required. So
learning the Head First way is more important than ever. If you've read a Head First book, you know what to expect--a
visually rich format designed for the way your brain works. If you haven't, you're in for a treat. You'll see why people say
it's unlike any other Java book you've ever read. By exploiting how your brain works, Head First Java compresses the
time it takes to learn and retain--complex information. Its unique approach not only shows you what you need to know
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about Java syntax, it teaches you to think like a Java programmer. If you want to be bored, buy some other book. But if
you want to understand Java, this book's for you.
The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been recognized as a key component of the Computer
Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented
paradigm as the framework of choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text, the authors
provide an associated Java interface. Concrete data structures realizing the ADTs are provided as Java classes
implementing the interfaces. The Java code implementing fundamental data structures in this book is organized in a
single Java package, net.datastructures. This package forms a coherent library of data structures and algorithms in Java
specifically designed for educational purposes in a way that is complimentary with the Java Collections Framework.
Material Science and Metallurgy is presented in a user-friendly language and the diagrams give a clear view and
concept. Solved problems, multiple choice questions and review questions are also integral part of the book. The
contents of the book ar
This comprehensive volume is fully updated for C# 2.0 -- the newest version of Microsoft's revolutionary programming
language.The changes found in C# 2.0 bring Java-like power to millions of Windows programmers worldwide. With
expertly crafted explanations, insider tips, and hundreds of examples, this book fully explains every aspect of C# 2.0.
Written in the clear, uncompromising style that has made master programming author Herb Schildt the choice of millions,
the book covers all the new and existing features of this major programming language.
Write your first code in Java using simple, step-by-step examples that model real-word objects and events, making
learning easy. With this book you’ll be able to pick up the concepts without fuss. Java for Absolute Beginners teaches
Java development in language anyone can understand, giving you the best possible start. You’ll see clear code
descriptions and layout so that you can get your code running as soon as possible. After reading this book, you'll come
away with the basics to get started writing programs in Java. Author Iuliana Cosmina focuses on practical knowledge and
getting up to speed quickly—all the bits and pieces a novice needs to get started programming in Java. First, you’ll
discover how Java is executed, what type of language it is, and what it is good for. With the theory out of the way, you’ll
install Java, choose an editor such as IntelliJ IDEA, and write your first simple Java program. Along the way you’ll
compile and execute this program so it can run on any platform that supports Java. As part of this tutorial you’ll see how
to write high-quality code by following conventions and respecting well-known programming principles, making your
projects more professional and efficient. Finally, alongside the core features of Java, you’ll learn skills in some of the
newest and most exciting features of the language: Generics, Lambda expressions, modular organization, local-variable
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type inference, and local variable syntax for Lambda expressions. Java for Absolute Beginners gives you all you need to
start your Java 9+ programming journey. No experience necessary. What You'll Learn Use data types, operators, and the
new stream API Install and use a build tool such as Gradle Build interactive Java applications with JavaFX Exchange
data using the new JSON APIs Play with images using multi-resolution APIs Use the publish-subscribe framework Who
This Book Is For Those who are new to programming and who want to start with Java.
This self-readable and highly informative text presents the exhaustive coverage of the concepts of Object Oriented Programming
with JAVA. A number of good illustrative examples are provided for each concept supported by well-crafted programs, thus making
it useful for even those having no previous knowledge of programming. Starting from the preliminaries of the language and the
basic principles of OOP, this textbook moves gradually towards advanced concepts like exception handling, multithreaded
programming, GUI support by the language through AWT controls, string handling, file handling and basic utility classes. In
addition, the well-planned material in the book acts as a precursor to move towards high-end programming in Java, which includes
the discussion of Servlets, Java Server Pages, JDBC, Swings, etc. The book is highly suitable for all undergraduate and
postgraduate students of computer science, computer applications, computer science and engineering and information
technology. KEY FEATURES Extensive coverage of syllabi of various Indian universities Comprehensive coverage of the OOP
concepts and Core Java Explanation of the concepts using simple and expressive language Complete explanation of the working
of each program with more emphasis on the core segment of the program Chapter-end summary, over 230 illustrative programs,
around 225 review questions, about 190 true/false questions and over 130 programming exercises
An overview of the programming language's fundamentals covers syntax, initialization, implementation, classes, error handling,
objects, applets, multiple threads, projects, and network programming.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab® does not come packaged with this content. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab search for 0134059875 / 9780134059877 Starting Out with Java:
From Control Structures through Objects plus MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 6/e Package
consists of: 0133957055 / 9780133957051 Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Objects, 6/e 0133885569 /
9780133885569 0133957608 / 9780133957600 MyProgrammingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Starting Out with
Java: From Control Structures through Objects, 6/e MyProgrammingLab should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
For courses in computer programming in Java Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Objects provides a brief yet
detailed introduction to programming in the Java language. Starting out with the fundamentals of data types and other basic
elements, readers quickly progress to more advanced programming topics and skills. By moving from control structures to objects,
readers gain a comprehensive understanding of the Java language and its applications. As with all Gaddis texts, the Sixth Edition
is clear, easy to read, and friendly in tone. The text teaches by example throughout, giving readers a chance to apply their
learnings by beginning to code with Java. Also available with MyProgrammingLab MyProgrammingLab is an online homework,
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tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them
better absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. MyProgrammingLab allows you to engage your students in the
course material before, during, and after class with a variety of activities and assessments.
Authored by most trusted name in the area, this text acts like a "Primer", moving step by step starting from fundamentals to core
concepts in much desired logical flow and hence renders conceptual clarity along with simplicity. The book has a comprehensive
coverage of foundational concepts of e# Programming, in the light of object orientation, which are explained in simple language
and supported with good examples & programming exercises. Salient Features - Latest version of CLRS.0 included - In-depth
coverage of topics like Winforms, Operator Overloading, Multithreading and Polymorphism - Uses validated html coding (part of
web 2.0) in the examples Three new projects: • Data leakage detection • SMS System ASP. net • SMTP/POP3 mail server
Enhanced Pedagogical Features: • Example programs: 122 • Case-studies (solved): 20 • Review Questions: 357 • Programming
Exercises: 159 • Debugging exercises: 45
The sixth edition of this most trusted book on JAVA for beginners is here with some essential updates. Retaining its quintessential
style of concept explanation with exhaustive programs, solved examples, and illustrations, this test takes the journey of
understanding JAVA to slightly higher level. The book introduces readers to some of the Core JAVA topics like JDBC, Java
Servlets, Java Beans, Lambada Expression and much more. Practical real-life projects will give a better understanding of JAVA
usage and make students industry-ready.
Level up your React and Next.js skills with advanced concepts about SSR and PWA DESCRIPTION The book starts by
introducing the reader to React, what it is and why you need a library like React to work with medium to large scale applications.
We then move on to implementing simple client-side programs with React, uncovering modern React practices like React hooks
and diving deep into various kinds of hooks. We then move to implement React on the server using Server-Side Rendering to
bring benefits of the SEO world to the dynamic rendering nature of front-end libraries. For this, we use Next.js, a very popular
implementation of Server-Side Rendering which comes with tons of good practices already baked in. We also take a look at how
Progressive Web Apps can be created out of existing React codebases and what benefits it provides us. Finally, we end the book
with some React internals (how to React works) and some bleeding-edge features in React which are expected to roll out in 2-3
years fully and would impact how to React works under the hood. KEY FEATURES - Covers latest and core React concepts
including React hooks and React reconciler - Covers about Server Side Rendering with React and how to use it using Next.js Covers about Progressive Web Apps in React and how to create them - Covers intermediate and advanced React concepts like
state management - Covers overview of React for beginners to catch with advanced concepts later - Covers bleeding-edge React
concepts on the future of React and how it would work eventually WHAT WILL YOU LEARN ? What React is and how to get
started with it ? Modern ways to code React applications ? Implementing Server-Side rendering with/without Next.js on the top of
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React library ? Working with Progressive Web Apps in React ? How React works under the hood ? Future of React and bleedingedge React tech you can use today WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR The reader is expected to have a decent understanding of
JavaScript/HTML/CSS, and possibly, worked with React a little bit beforehand. Although the first 2 chapters cover basics of React,
still it is recommended for users with at least a bit of knowledge and experience with React. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. React 101
2. Setting up React 3. Components 4. State Management with React 5. Server Side React 6. Introduction to Next.js 7. More with
Next.js 8. Progressive Web Apps 9. Bleeding edge React

Written by the most well known face of India s IT literacy movement, this book is designed for the first course in C taken
by undergraduate students in Computers and Information Technology. The revised edition maintains the lucid flow and
continuity which has been the strength of the book.
Describes the concepts of programming with Linux, covering such topics as shell programming, file structure, managing
memory, using MySQL, debugging, processes and signals, and GNOME.
This revision of Dr. D.S. Malik's successful Java Programming text will guarantee a student's success in the CS1 course
by using detailed programming examples and color-coded programming codes.
Authored by the most trusted name in the area, this text acts like a “Primer”, moving step by step—starting from
fundamentals to core concepts in much desired logical flow—and hence, renders conceptual clarity along with simplicity. It
is well suited for a first-level programming course in Java. The book offers a comprehensive coverage of basic concepts
of Java programming, in the light of object orientation, explained in simple language and supported with good examples
and programming exercises. Salient Features: • Latest version of Java SE 7 • New solved examples for Multithreading,
Event handling, Classes and Strings • Includes model questions from Sun Certified Java Programmer Exam
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll
begin at square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of the
book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages that adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter
provides exercises to help you learn various techniques and short quizzes to make sure you understand key concepts.
This thoroughly revised edition is ideal for students and professionals of all backgrounds and skill levels. It is simple and
clear enough for beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful reference for experienced developers keeping their skills
up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links, images, tables, and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for colors, backgrounds,
formatting text, page layout, and even simple animation effects Learn how JavaScript works and why the language is so
important in web design Create and optimize web images so they’ll download as quickly as possible NEW! Use CSS
Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated and flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of Responsive Web Design to
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make web pages look great on all devices NEW! Become familiar with the command line, Git, and other tools in the
modern web developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the super-powers of SVG graphics
Object-Oriented Programming in C++ begins with the basic principles of the C++ programming language and
systematically introduces increasingly advanced topics while illustrating the OOP methodology. While the structure of this
book is similar to that of the previous edition, each chapter reflects the latest ANSI C++ standard and the examples have
been thoroughly revised to reflect current practices and standards. Educational Supplement Suggested solutions to the
programming projects found at the end of each chapter are made available to instructors at recognized educational
institutions. This educational supplement can be found at www.prenhall.com, in the Instructor Resource Center.
The Definitive Java Programming Guide Fully updated for Java SE 11, Java: The Complete Reference, Eleventh Edition explains how to
develop, compile, debug, and run Java programs. Best-selling programming author Herb Schildt covers the entire Java language, including
its syntax, keywords, and fundamental programming principles. You’ll also find information on key portions of the Java API library, such as
I/O, the Collections Framework, the stream library, and the concurrency utilities. Swing, JavaBeans, and servlets are examined and
numerous examples demonstrate Java in action. Of course, the very important module system is discussed in detail. This Oracle Press
resource also offers an introduction to JShell, Java’s interactive programming tool. Best of all, the book is written in the clear, crisp,
uncompromising style that has made Schildt the choice of millions worldwide. Coverage includes: •Data types, variables, arrays, and
operators•Control statements•Classes, objects, and methods•Method overloading and overriding•Inheritance•Local variable type
inference•Interfaces and packages•Exception handling•Multithreaded programming•Enumerations, autoboxing, and annotations•The I/O
classes•Generics•Lambda expressions•Modules•String handling•The Collections Framework•Networking•Event handling•AWT•Swing
•The Concurrent API•The Stream API•Regular expressions•JavaBeans•Servlets•Much, much more Code examples in the book are
available for download at www.OraclePressBooks.com.
Object Oriented Programming with C++ and JAVA, 1e, has been designed to enable novice programmers to enhance their programming
skills. The book provides numerous solved programs and review questions which enables the student to understand and test their
programming skills. The illustrative approach and clear and precise presentation making it an ideal book for students.
Programming with Java,4e , gives an excellent account of the fundamentals of Java Programming. The language concepts are aptly
explained in simple and easy-to-understand style, supported with examples, illustrations and programming and debugging exercises.
Learn the basics of most favored dynamic language for application development Key features Major reorganisation of chapters with a view to
improve comprehension of concepts involved Comprehensive coverage of all the concepts of Core Java Simple language, crystal clear
approach, user friendly book Concepts are duly supported by several examples and self explanatory analogies. DescriptionJava Language is
very popularly used for creating applications for PC, Laptop, Tablet, Web and Mobile world Learning a language that can work on so many
different platforms can be a challenge. This is where you would find this book immediately useful. It follows simple and easy narration style. It
doesn't assume any programming background. It begins with the basics and steadily builds the pace so that the reader finds it easy to handle
complex topics towards the end. Each chapter has been designed to create a deep and lasting impression on reader's mind. Object Oriented
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Programming has been covered in detail to give a strong foundation for Java Programming. Well thought out and fully working example
programs and carefully crafted exercises of this book, cover every aspect of Java programming. What will you learn Data types & Control
Instructions Classes & Objects Arrays & Strings Inheritance & Polymorphism Interfaces, Packages Exception Handling, Effective IO
Multithreading & Synchronization Generics, Collection classes, GUI Using Swing Database Connectivity Using JDBC Who this book is forThis
book will prove to be a "e;must have"e; for beginners as well as experienced professionals as it is a stepping stone for learning Java
technology. Table of contents1. An Overview of Java 2. Getting Started 3. Java Data Types and Instructions 4. Decision Control Instruction 5.
Loop Control Instruction6. Case Control Instruction7. Functions8. Advanced Features of Functions9. Introduction to OOP10. Classes and
Objects11. Arrays12. Strings and Enums13. Inheritance14. Polymorphism15. Exception Handling16. Effective Input/ Output17. Multithreading
In Java18. Generics19. Collection Classes20. User Interfaces21. JDBC22. Index About the authorYashavant Kanetkar Through his books
and Quest Video Courses on C, C++, Java, Python, Data Structures, .NET, IoT, etc. Yashavant Kanetkar has created, molded and groomed
lacs of IT careers in the last three decades. Yashavant's books and Quest videos have made a significant contribution in creating top-notch IT
manpower in India and abroad. Yashavant's books are globally recognized and millions of students/professionals have benefitted from them.
Yashavant's books have been translated into Hindi, Gujarati, Japanese, Korean and Chinese languages. Many of his books are published in
India, USA, Japan, Singapore, Korea and China. Yashavant is a much sought after speaker in the IT field and has conducted
seminars/workshops at TedEx, IITs, IIITs, NITs and global software companies. Yashavant has been honored with the prestigious
"e;Distinguished Alumnus Award"e; by IIT Kanpur for his entrepreneurial, professional and academic excellence. This award was given to top
50 alumni of IIT Kanpur who have made a significant contribution towards their profession and betterment of society in the last 50 years. In
recognition of his immense contribution to IT education in India, he has been awarded the "e;Best .NET Technical Contributor"e; and "e;Most
Valuable Professional"e; awards by Microsoft for 5 successive years. Yashavant holds a BE from VJTI Mumbai and M.Tech. from IIT Kanpur.
Yadhavant's current affiliations include being a Director of KICIT Pvt Ltd. And KSET Pvt Ltd. His Linkedin profile: linkedin.com/in/yashavantkanetkar-9775255
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